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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR, KACIE
Hello Delegates,
Welcome to SHUMUN XXI! My name is Kacie Wright (She/Her/Hers), and I will be
your chair for the Avatar: The Last Airbender committee.
I am currently a sophomore at Seton Hall University, majoring in both Diplomacy and
Italian Studies. I am originally from San Diego, California. In high school, I studied Italian for
four years and I was able to participate in my high school’s exchange program twice. Here at
Seton Hall, I am a part of Seton Hall United Nations Association (SHUNA), our Model United
Nations team, I am a member of the Alpha Omicron Pi fraternity, and I am part of the Italian
Student Union. I plan to finish my degree at Seton Hall, join the Peace Corps after graduation,
and then work for a non-profit organization abroad. Eventually, I want to start my own
non-profit organization abroad that helps with community development in communities that are
often devastated by conflict and destruction.
This committee takes place in the Avatar: The Last Airbender universe, one month after
the end of the Hundred Year War. We hope that this committee put a diplomatic twist on a fun,
fantasy. I know that we are all getting used to doing Model UN virtually and this topic is a
different approach to a fantasy-style committee. Please feel free to reach out to me or the crisis
directors with any questions you may have. I am very excited to meet you all and run a
successful and fun committee!
Kindly,
Kacie Wright
kacie.wright@student.shu.edu
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LETTER FROM CRISIS DIRECTOR TIM
Hello Delegates,
Welcome to SHUMUN XXII! My name is Timothy Dziekan (please call me Tim), and I will be
Co-Crisis Directing the Avatar: The Last Airbender committee for the duration of this
conference with my friend George.
I am from North Kingstown, Rhode Island, and am a sophomore here at Seton Hall. I am
currently double majoring in Political Science and Spanish. This is my second year being part of
SHUMUN, but my first time crisis directing. I never did Model UN in high school, but I have
been hooked since George dragged me to a meeting in my freshman year. Outside Model UN, I
love spending time with my friends, walking my dog, cooking and baking, and reading up on
politics.
This committee is an extension of the Avatar: The Last Airbender universe. We have been
pulling for an Avatar-related committee for a while now, so I have high hopes for what you guys
can come up with in your arcs. The beauty of the Avatar universe is the complexity of the
characters, which really opens so many paths for everyone’s crisis arcs. George, Kacie, and I are
so excited to see how you all can navigate the postwar world to create something out of the
destruction that the Fire Nation has wrought. I am looking forward to seeing you all in
committee and I have high hopes on what you can achieve.
If you have any questions about the committee, please feel free to email me at
timothy.dziekan@student.shu.edu.
Flameo!
Tim Dziekan
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LETTER FROM CRISIS DIRECTOR GEORGE
Hello Delegates,
I would like to welcome you to SHUMUN XXII. My name is George Schmidt, and I will
be one of the Co-Directors of our Avatar: The Last Airbender committee.
I come from the tiny town of Midland Park, New Jersey. I am a Sophomore in Seton
Hall’s five-year International Relations program. I have been involved in Model UN since my
sophomore year in high school. I joined SHU’s Model UN team during my Freshman year and
have participated in last year’s SHUMUN (though last year’s was unfortunately cancelled). In
MUN, my interest lies mainly in crisis committees that emphasize geopolitical drama. Outside of
MUN, I am academically interested in conflict management, human rights and justice, and the
French language. I cannot wait to see how you all rebuild the world with me and my co-crisis
director, my good friend and roommate, Tim.
The topic of this crisis committee, we will be concerned with the world of the Avatar.
After the defeat of Fire Lord Ozai, the world is left in a damaged state. As the most important
political actors of the time, it is up to you to determine how the four nations will recover and how
its people will move forward.
To prepare for this committee, I strongly recommend you watch the original Avatar: The
Last Airbender series, and, if you have an abundance of free time, its sequel, the Legend of
Korra. You should consider approaching the situation from the point of view and the political
perspective of your position. I would also like to remind you all that this committee will not be
normal. Our virtual setting will present a challenge, but not one that we cannot overcome. There
will very likely be technological issues, and not everything will go as planned. However, we will
be able to adapt, and I have no doubt that all of you will excel. I hope the committee being online
will allow you all to be in a more comfortable space and provide an opportunity for more
delegates to participate. If any of you need assistance or have any questions, I encourage you to
reach out to me. See you all in committee!
Your Crisis Co-Director,
George Schmidt
george.schmidt@student.shu.edu
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NOTES ON PROCEDURE

1) S
 HUMUN will be utilizing Google Docs, Gmail, and Zoom for the conference.
For any questions contact our email: shumun.sec@gmail.com.
2) SHUMUN uses Parliamentary Procedure (often abbreviated as Parli Pro) to run
committees. A Google search will give you more than enough information on
how this is used in Model UN, and any other questions can easily be addressed
in committee.
3) SHUMUN has a zero-tolerance policy regarding bullying, offensive remarks,
harassment, discrimination, or anything of the sort. Model UN should be a fun
activity for delegates to participate in and no one should feel excluded at any
point during the weekend. If at any point the Senior Secretariat is notified of any
violation of this policy, the delegate and advisor will be contacted and the issue
will be discussed, potentially resulting in expulsion from the conference or
disqualification from awards. In general, if you think even for a second that
something would offend someone, do not do, or say that thing.
4) Profanity is prohibited.
5) Pre-writing is defined as any notes or directives written outside of committee
time and is strictly prohibited. Delegates are allowed to bring research into the
committee, but not pre-written notes or papers. Engaging in pre-writing will
result in immediate disqualification from award consideration.
6) Technology is not allowed to be used within the committee room. Research
must be done prior to the beginning of committee sessions. Any usage of cell
phones or laptops in the committee is grounds for disqualification.
7) If you need to use the restroom during committee, you do not need to raise
your hand or ask permission.

8) Crisis notes will be conducted with our Crisis Directors and Staff over Gmail.
Make sure you submit your email addresses before the committee through your
advisors.
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INTRODUCTION
Water. Earth. Fire. Air. Long ago, the four nations lived together in harmony. Then, everything
changed when the Fire Nation attacked.
Welcome, delegates. This committee has been convened exactly one month after the end of the
100 Year War to solve the countless issues that plague the aftermath of the war. The Fire Nation
may have been stopped and Ozai imprisoned, but there is still much to do to return peace and
prosperity to the world. You have all been selected as representatives from your respective tribes
and groups to determine the path of the postbellum world. The odds are stacked against you, with
the world stuck in a tenuous position, teetering towards collapse. However, you must stand
strong and bring the lands back to a balanced and ordered state. Lives depend on it.
If you succeed, the four nations will once again be able to come together and live in harmony. If
you fail, that’ll be rough, buddy.
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BACKGROUND
The Beginning
The Hundred Year War was a century-long conflict between the Fire Nation and the three other
nations in the world. It was started in 0 AG (After Genocide) by Fire Lord Sozin with the
genocide of the air nomads. He felt it necessary to make the Fire Nation into a global empire, to
share the prosperity of the nation. With the Avatar gone and their superiority in resources, the
Fire Nation and Sozin were able to create mass destruction across the entire world.
The Air Nomads were believed to be unreachable by the Fire Nation due to the location of the air
temples, but that was a devastating misjudgment.
For the one hundred years following the Air Nomad Genocide, the Fire Nation planned and
executed attacks on the Earth Kingdom and the Southern and Northern Water Tribes. The attacks
on the Earth Kingdom first targeted the port and trading cities to weaken the Earth Kingdom
economy. After several clear Fire Nation victories, they advanced into Earth Kingdom territory
and established colonies on the mainland.
The Fire Nation also raided the Northern and Southern Water Tribes, which crippled the
Southern Water Tribe. They suffered a large loss of life while many men went to fight in the war.
On the opposite end, the Northern Water Tribe remained virtually unharmed by the Fire Nation
attacks until 99 AG. At that point, the Earth Kingdom was mostly under Fire Nation control and
the Southern Water Tribe did not pose a threat. The only places that were still able to defend
themselves were the Northern Water Tribe and the cities of Omashu and Ba Sing Se in the Earth
Kingdom.
The Return of the Avatar
After Avatar Aang was in 99 AG, the Fire Nation pushed for the capture of the Avatar to prevent
him from thwarting their success. They began an escalated and aggressive plan of attack to
render the Avatar’s help useless. The Fire Nation started to take bigger risks more often, which
created major obstacles for the Fire Nation.
This notably occurred when the Fire Nation attacked the Northern Water Tribe after learning that
the Avatar was hiding and being taught there. They severely underestimated the power of the
Avatar and they suffered a devastating loss when Avatar Aang entered the Avatar state and
merged with the Ocean Spirit.
The Fire Nation did not only suffer losses after the return of the Avatar. They also had several
victories, such as the surrender of Omashu and the fall of Ba Sing Se.
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An army came together from what was left of the Southern Water Tribe, members of the Swamp
Tribe, and members of the Earth Kingdom planned an attack on the Fire Nation Capital on the
Day of Black Sun in mid-100 AG. They did it on this day because the firebenders would not be
able to use their powers and in turn defending against an attack. Even though the attack was
thought out, it was unsuccessful, and the army was thrown in prison.
The End of the War
Despite this loss, the Hundred Year War ended a year after the Avatar returned, thanks to the
efforts of the Earth Kingdom, the Water Tribes, and Avatar Aang. The Avatar and his friends
destroyed the air fleet during Sozin’s Comet and defeated Fire Lord Ozai. After Ozai’s
imprisonment, his son Zuko was crowned the new Fire Lord with the intention of restoring
peace.1

1

https://avatar.fandom.com/wiki/Hundred_Year_War
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DIRECTION OF THE COMMITTEE
Each of the four nations have much to handle both domestically and internationally. Delegates
will have to navigate through the committee while also maintaining stability in their nations.
Fire Nation
After Avatar Aang defeated Phoenix King
Ozai, Prince Zuko was crowned and
became the next Fire Lord. His promise to
restore peace and harmony to the four
nations has brought hope to the rest of the
world. This will be an uphill battle,
though, as there is quite a bit of
resentment to be found in the other
nations. The Earth Kingdom colonies will
likely be a point of contention, as they are
the most prominent example of the nation’s overreach and oppression. Both the Southern Water
Tribe and the Air Nomads faced extinction-level events during the war, the Nomads being all but
wiped out. To make any leeway internationally, trust and faith must be restored in the Fire
Nation and its leaders.
The Fire Nation’s biggest challenges may in fact be on the home front. The war effort came with
a steep price to the Fire Nation citizens and culture. Dancing was outlawed, stifling national
creativity, and causing the loss of a connection to the nation’s ancestors. Entire sections of
history were lost. Firebending itself was distorted into a destructive channel for rage rather than a
constructive celebration of life. There are also groups with varied influence that would like
nothing else but a continuance of the war. The Fire Nation leaders will have quite a bit on their
plate at this council.
Earth Kingdom
The Earth Kingdom, while bearing
the brunt of the Fire Nation attacks,
was quite successful for most of
the war. However, the kingdom
formally fell with the Siege of Ba
Sing Se. While various rebel
groups would emerge and fight the
Fire Nation on a smaller scale, the
national response was crippled.
This is thanks to the Dai Li, the
10

secret police, who had kept King Kwei in the dark about the war and eventually deposed him
when Azula took over their ranks. The Dai Li were masters at manipulating the citizens of Ba
Sing Se, convincing them that there was “no war in Ba Sing Se.” The Earth delegation will want
to consider the role that the Dai Li will take in the future of the Earth Kingdom.
As the most populous of the nations, the Earth Kingdom faces a set of diverse issues outside the
walls of its capital city. Many of its villages have been depopulated due to the Fire Nation taking
their people as prisoners and the mass migration to Ba Sing Se triggered by the approaching
armies. The Fire Nation colonies are also a sore spot, one that may not be solved very easily. The
mix of the two nations has created a new people who may not feel that either nation can claim
sovereignty over them.
Water Tribes
Both sections of the Water Tribe suffered immense losses during the war. The Northern Water
Tribe was devastated by the siege on the Day of the Black Sun, which decimated their capital
and took many people from them,
including their princess, Yue. The
Southern Tribe was the victim of
continual assaults by the Fire Nation,
including an invasion spearheaded by
former prince and current Fire Lord
Zuko. All adult men from the South left
for combat, and all those that are still
alive need to find a way to return. The
population left behind suffered many
casualties.
Several issues are of principle concern to the Water Tribespeople. In the North, their capital’s
infrastructure must be repaired. Yue’s becoming the moon spirit means a new successor for the
chief must be found. In the South, the soldiers and their families must be reunited, and a way to
repopulate their thinning numbers must be found. The Water Tribe has suffered internal division
during the war. The Southern Tribe has begun to resent the North due to their refusal to send any
reinforcements or aid. The Tribespeople must forge a way forward through negotiation and
reconciliation, or risk fracturing even further.
Air Nomads
The most tragic outcome of the war, the Air
Nomads were all but decimated by the Fire
Nation. Thanks to Avatar Aang, their culture
lives on, even if there are no people to pass the
11

culture on to. The singular goal of the Air Nomads is reconstruction. Their sacred temples were
damaged and some even demolished during the war and must be rebuilt to maintain the memory
of those who once lived there. However, the goal of reconstruction also applies to the people. To
solve the problem of not having anyone to pass the culture down to, the remaining Air Nomad
must establish some sort of legacy to ensure the survival of his people.
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POINTS TO CONSIDER/COMMITTEE NOTES
● No characters will be able to bloodbend or any extreme bending during this committee.
● Most of you will be working alongside people from different nations and groups, so if
you are doing something shady, make sure you cover your tracks.
● Be careful when working with other characters on crisis and make sure not to share too
much of your plans, especially if they relate to any other characters in the committee.
● The goal of this committee is to determine the fate of the post-war world. It is necessary
for you to work with others to come to an agreement. Diplomacy is crucial to your
success.
● Be Creative! This is still a fantasy committee, so have fun with it!
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POSITIONS
Water
Northern Water Tribe
Master Pakku (Northern Water Tribe/White Lotus)- Master Pakku is one of the greatest
waterbenders in the Northern Water Tribe and a teacher of Northern-water style to the army of
the north. Unknown to most he is also a member of a society known as the White Lotus which is
a collection of masters who worked together to conquer Ba Sing Se from the Fire Nation.2
Chief Arnook (Northern Water Tribe)- Chief of the Northern Water Tribe, Arnook was born and
raised in the North Pole during the time of the Hundred Year War when he took power. Though
he is not a waterbender, he is highly respected among his people. However, he is also meant to
be Chief of the Southern Water Tribe but due to years of no contact the two tribes have drifted
apart during the great war.3
Hahn (Northern Water Tribe)- Hahn is a highly skilled and effective soldier for the Northern
Water Tribe. He is eager to move up the social ranks and had aimed to have a successful political
career while engaged to Princess Yue. Due to his engagement with the Princess, he and Sokka
formed a bitter hatred that only further highlighted Hahn’s large ego and self-centeredness.4
Southern Water Tribe
Chief Hakoda (Southern Water Tribe)- the end of the war left Hakoda very well off politically
with raising him to become Chief of the Southern Water Tribe Coalition. His time in the war has
led him to favor communication and intervention from foreign tribes which have led to troubles
with nationalist movements within the coalition.5
Katara (Southern Water Tribe)- Katara is a powerful waterbender from the Southern Water tribe.
She was the one to free Aang from the ice and helped him on his journey to overthrow the Fire
Lord and end the war. The loss of her mother was a key driver in her fight against the fire nation
and her quest for revenge against many of the naval raiders. She must now balance between
wanting revenge and wanting peace.6
Sokka (Southern Water Tribe)- Sokka is the brother of Katara and was a key member of team
Avatar. His strategies proved valuable in helping attack the Fire Nation and win key victories to

2
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help the war effort. Though he is not a bender, he does not let that bother him and uses his
strength and courage to overcome any challenge before him.7
Bato (Southern Water Tribe)- A warrior from the Southern Water Tribe, Bato is an honored man
among his people. During the war he fought beside Katara and Sokka’s father and while he was
absent became a paternal figure for both of them. After a failed attack on the Fire nation, he was
imprisoned but is now free and seeks a conclusion that will bring peace and prosperity to the
land.8
Kanna (Southern Water Tribe)- Mother of now Chief Hakoda, she is one of the oldest members
of the Southern Water Tribe. Though she has lived there for most of her life, her relationship
with Master Pakku gives her deep connections with people in the Northern Water Tribe.9
Swamp Tribe
Master Huu (Swamp Tribe)- He is the wisest and most powerful waterbender of the Foggy
Swamp Tribe. He is very in touch with nature and sees it as a personal duty to protect the
swamp. His unique ability is that of vine bending, where he can control the vines of the swamp
and form a large suit he can control.10
Tho (Swamp Tribe)- Tho is a powerful waterbender from the Swamp Tribe. He fought at the side
of Team Avatar in the invasion of the Fire Nation.11
Due (Swamp Tribe)- Due, while not the most intelligent, is an influential waterbender from the
Swamp Tribe. He places high value on his kinship with other waterbenders, regardless of if they
are part of his remote Swamp Tribe. He fought at the side of Team Avatar in the invasion of the
Fire Nation.12
Earth
Earth Kingdom
Toph (Earth Kingdom)- Toph Beifong is an earthbending master, even when born with a visual
impairment, she developed her own unique style of earthbending, Toph acquired a toughened
personality and became famous for winning underground earthbending tournaments. Initially
helping with war efforts, Toph decided to leave everything behind and travel with Avatar Aang.
She is also the founder of two distinct types of earthbending - metalbending and seismic sense.13
7
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Earth King Kuei (Earth Kingdom)- King Kuei was a young ruler when he took the throne, and
his experience was a major flaw that led to the city’s fall. However, he has returned from exile to
his rightful place to oversee the kingdom and rebuild the nation to its former glory. He is wiser
from his exile and his advisors serve him well but now he must balance peace with reparations
between the Earth Kingdom and the Fire Nation.14
General How (Earth Kingdom)- General How is an important member of the Earth King’s
Council of Five. He is personally one of the most trusted members of the Earth King and served
as his personal advisor during the war and oversaw many of the forces outside the walls of the
great Earth Kingdom City. He is completely loyal to the Earth King and his honor and courage
illustrates him as a man proud of his nation who would sacrifice anything for it.15
General Sung (Earth Kingdom)- Sits on the Council of five and is one of the most trusted
military advisors to the Earth King. He oversees the garrison of soldiers that watches over the
outer wall of Ba Sing Se which is of vital importance.16
General Fong (Earth Kingdom)- A high-ranking officer and a powerful bender, General Fong is
a seasoned leader for the Kingdom. His strategy though is often seen as unconventional, and his
fearless attitude sometimes gets him into trouble and almost killed by the Avatar. His true asset
is his men who will remain loyal to him to the bitter end.17
Captain Yung (Earth Kingdom)- The Captain of the Earth Kingdom Army guarding Omashu,
Yung was once devastated as the Fire Nation took the city and became the leading of its
resistance. He held a deep hatred for the Fire Nation as he was forced to flee the city and he also
carried a distrust for Bumi who would surrender the city without a fight.18
Earthbender Captain (Earth Kingdom)- A powerful earth bender, the Captain is a soldier haunted
by the past. During the earlier times of the 100 years war, he served during the siege of Ba Sing
Se which was conducted under General Iroh. He holds it against him and holds a deep hatred for
the Fire Nation.19
Haru (Earth Kingdom)- Haru is a close friend of Team Avatar. He played an instrumental role in
liberating his village from the Fire Nation, who had attempted to imprison all the earthbenders.
Haru’s father was one of those earthbenders, and Haru assisted in releasing him and hordes of
other earthbenders from prison. Haru also helped in the invasion of the Fire Nation.20
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Long Feng (Earth Kingdom) - The head of the Dai Li before being deposed by Azula, Long Feng
is an ambitious man who held a lot of sway in the royal court. He was manipulative enough to
keep any word of the war away from the Earth King and will likely wish to restore his power and
influence. 21

Lao Beifong (Earth Kingdom)- Lao Beifong is the father of Toph Beifong, one of the greatest
earthbenders. Lao is a venerated figure in some Earth Kingdom circles, partly due to his
immense wealth. 22

Bumi (Earth Kingdom/White Lotus)- The King of Omashu is a strange and eccentric man who is
known for thinking outside the box with his strategies. He is a very powerful earth Bender that
was able to take the city back single-handedly. His connections to the White Lotus also gives
him immense power and connects to leaders all over the world.23
Kyoshi Warriors
Suki (Kyoshi Warriors)- Leader of the Kyoshi Warriors, Suki is a woman that yields great power
in the Earth Kingdom. She is a woman of action who is not afraid to speak her mind when a
problem needs to be solved. Her team of Warriors are the best in the world and often serve as
guards for Earth and Fire Nation royalty, providing them close contact with high-ranking
political figures.24
Ty Lee (Kyoshi Warriors/Fire Nation)- A former circus acrobat turned Kyoshi Warrior; Ty Lee
is very skilled physically that she uses to her advantage. Being a non-bender herself, she learned
the art of chi-blocking which can immobilize a person and even stop a bender from bending.25
Fire
Fire Nation
Fire Lord Zuko (Fire Nation)- Zuko is a firebending master, born with the title of prince in the
Fire Nation until being banished in 97 AG. Originally the primary enemy of Team Avatar, Zuko
devoted three years to trying to capture the long-lost Avatar to regain his title. He is admired by
much of the world, but he will likely face opposition due to acts he committed during the war.26
Mai (Fire Nation)- The daughter of a rich Fire Nation politician, Mai is a well-educated member
of the fire nation with a great amount of political power. She is a close friend to Team Avatar
21
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despite for a time hunting them down and can find friends there. However, her other most
powerful asset is her relationship to the Fire Lord.27
Admiral Zhao (Fire Nation)- Admiral Zhao is a ruthless leader in battle. He is most known for
his siege of the Northern Water Tribe which almost killed him. Besides being a high-ranking
member in the Fire Nation with large amounts of political power, he also is very educated on the
spirit world and how the spirits work with the world. He will make negotiations difficult though
with his hatred towards waterbenders.28
High General Bujing (Fire Nation)- A ruthless and highly skilled general in the Fire Nation,
General Bujing is a man focused solely on victory. During his time in the war, he often used
soldiers as bait to gain an upper hand in battle which Prince Zuko, now the Fire Lord, protested
and challenged to an Agni Kai. This conflict led to Zuko’s scar and ostracization from the Fire
Nation.29
High General Shinu (Fire Nation)- General Shinu was commander of the highly skilled Yuyan
Archers during the war and was once able to successfully capture the Avatar. He is a very
pragmatic general who found many flaws in the war and was very much against the burning of
the Earth Kingdom.30
Lieutenant Jee (Fire Nation)- Lieutenant Jee was a sailor on Prince Zuko’s ship while he chased
the Avatar. Once contempt of the young prince, Jee became a fierce ally after hearing the story
behind Zuko’s scar.31
Jeong Jeong (Fire Nation Deserter/White Lotus)- Aang’s first firebending teacher, Jeong Jeong
started out as a loyal Fire Nation warrior. He taught some of the Fire Nation’s greatest
firebenders, including Admiral Zhao. However, Jeong Jeong became disillusioned with the war
after seeing the destruction that his students caused. He deserted and joined the White Lotus
around ten years before meeting Aang.32
Piandao (Fire Nation/White Lotus)- A high ranking member of the White Lotus, he helped
orchestrate the siege on Ba Sing Se from the Fire Nation. He is a master swordsmith and a
skilled teacher who worked with Sokka to help him teach the arts of battle.33
Iroh (Fire Nation/White Lotus)- One of the wisest men in the entire Fire Nation, he is a powerful
firebender and leader who helped many successful campaigns in the name of the Fire Lord
27
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before switching sides towards the end of the war. His kind and wise thoughts and connections to
the White Lotus makes him valuable in negotiations and making friends between the nations.34
Fire Sages
Great Sage Shyu (Fire Sages)- Shyu was the only Fire Sage to remain loyal to the Avatar during
the Hundred Year War and helped him access the Fire Temple to connect with former avatar
Roku. He is a powerful fire bender with unlimited access to the secrets and information of the
Temple.35
Air
Air Nomads
Avatar Aang (Air Nomad)- Air Nomad that succeeded Roku with the title of Avatar during the
Hundred Year War. He is the last of his people after the attacks by the Fire Nation, but as the
Avatar he must help build this peace and solve any future troubles so that the war does not start
anew. 36
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